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1 Introduction

1.1. Applicative theories.

APP and TAPP are one-sorted intuitionistic theories about a universe of objects, among

which the natural numbers and the constants of combinatory logic. These objects can be applied

to one another; in APP this application. is partial, in TAPF t total. We refer to [TD88b, 9;.3]

for a full;definition; a survey of TAF-7_ is in, 2J.-

APP is inspired on r;Feferinan's applicative theories-([F75].,.;[F79]),;and is closely related--to the

theory 1 in [BSS, VL2], but there is some divergence in the modeling of application. In

Feferrnan's ;theories, application is partial and compound terms are abbreviations, which are

explained using the predicate App(x,y,z) with the intended meaning x.,applied to y.-yields z

so, (7,r---p is inductively defined by 3xyz(x=c n y=t n z=pnA App(x,y z)). In EON and.

APP, compound terms are. no longer abbreviations but real terms that may be undefined,, since -

application is partial; there is an;existence-predicate,and the quantifiers range over existing

objects only,

The choice for partial application: is straightforward; if one considers. it as, an ;abstract version of

the so-called and continuous function application (L );,

which both are partial operations (on , N .and respectively); it is, however, not inevitable.-

In [K82], Klop showed that the partial combinatory algebra can be .extended. to a-

total one. This insight is worked out in TAPP, where application is total and every term

denotes an object, so the existence predicate is no longer needed.

TAPP is an extension of and hence of To show that it is a conservative extension

of HA, we cannot use the proof for _ by interpreting application by { } O; .another.

argument is required, -based on arithrnetization of a;xermr of -TAPPP (see 2.1). .

1.2. The extended axiom of choice.

EAC (extended axiom of choice) is the scheme

EAC 3fdx(Ax-->B(x,fx)) (no v, 3 in A).

EAC is equivalent to ACNeg of VI.3] and can,be,considered as.the abstract version of

ECTp (extended Church's thesis, see;[TD8$a, 4.41):.

In 2.4 we-shall see that EAC characterizes ;the interpretation of TAPP in itself (a&

ECTp does for HA). Together with Skolem functions and forcing over a monoid, this is used

to show that TAPP + conservative over 11-4 ) the in the

style of Beeson's proof of CB-oodinan's theorem (see 3 15: for :remarks). A

pyedin 4.10 extensions of TAPP.,+ EAC with inductive As asresult is.-pro -

excursion-, we use TAPP to prove that; P. Martin-Lof s basic, ex tensional,:theory
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MLo is conservative over HA; the proof runs parallel to that for TAPP + EAC. Alternative

proofs are in [E86] and in [Gor88], the latter using proof-theoretic methods which yield

stronger results but require more difficult proofs.

1.3. The method of interpretations

The metamathematics in this paper is constictive-by the proof method used throughout: the

method of interpretations. Most other methods used in metamathematics can be classified as

either=syntactieal/proof-theoretic or semantieal/modet.thebretic In model- theory 'everything is

allowed-', and the methods used are`often-not constructive. In proof theory, one reduces

arbitrary proofs to proofs in=a°certain-norn al-form, e.g. by cut elimination or normalization:

these methods are usually constructive, and even finitary if involved are

finite. They work well for logics and weak theories, butzstronger theories with axiom schemes-,

for induction,often-re'quirevery- complicated proof reductions measured by very large

The method of interpretations is situated in between -syntactical and on- the one hand

interpretations are defined syntactically, but on the other hand they give an interpretation, i.e. a

meaning to terms-and formulae. As an=example -we mention forcing--(as-treated here in e:g. 3.5):

it can be considered as a syntactic version of a arid- the'formalization (i:e% the

transformation into a syntactic translation)-is needed here to a model construction into

a result about formal systems."

1.4. Acknowledgements.

This paper is a condensed version ofChapiers II and III of my thesis [R84]. During the

research for this thesis I have been the Netherlands Organization for

Advancement of=Pure Research'(then-Z.W O. -nowadays N.W.O.).`I -wish to- thank my thesis

supervisor A.S. Troelstra for suggesting the subjects treated here and for the great help he was

to me during the research for and the writing of this paper.

2 The theory TAPP

APP is defined in [TD88b, 9.3.5] as a type-free theory with partial application and an

existence predicate E. TAPP, the total of, APP; is adding the axiom

everything is defined. Here we consider TAPP -as`A'PP Without, the existence predicate E.

We now sketch TAPP - and some properties; referring t6 [TD88b] for more

2.1. TAPIP has a one-sorted the constants" k s (combinato s), p, p0, PI

(pairing -and unpairing),10u(zero);; S (successor); P (predecessor)-and' d (definition by cases.

d61a2'tit2 -is' -o if` zl and t2 areequal natural nambers,4 -if ti and aredifferent

numbers). Compound terms are-formedby-application:,if arid- t are terms then so is

2
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O(T) (6 applied to r, sometimes abbreviated to m). The only predicate (besides .equality) is

the unary predicate N; N(T), sometimes written TEN, rneans'T$is a natural number'.

Some notation: pac stands for (p6)T; we write <a,T>, (a)p, ('t)1 for phi, pOO, piti. m, n

are used as numerical variables, so e.g. VnA abbreviates `dn(N(n) -4 A). x, y, n,.., denote

finite sequences of variables xi,...,xk, etc.; if we write, T- t..(x) or X= A(x), we assume that

all free variables of ti resp. A are among x. The connective v.- is considered to be defined by

A v B =def 3x(N(x) A (x---O --3 A) A (-;x__o --* B)).

A formula is called arithmetical if all its free and bound variabled are resticted to N; formulae-

without 3 (hence also without v) are called negative.

The proof system of TAPP consists of=first-order= intuitionistic logic with equality (as

presented e.g. in [TD88a, Ch. 1]), extended with axioms for the constants and an induction

scheme for N. For some proofs by induction over the

following -concise axiomatisation of the purely logical: part of TAPP (a variant of Spector's

system [Sp62]; -see also [T73,1;1,.3]):

--SAX

VAX
3AX

PR1

PR2

PR3

PR4

PR5

V-R

3-R

A -*A
VxA -a:A[x:=t] j,.

A[x:='t] - 3xA
A

B

A A -* C

A A --* VxB (X not free in A)

A.-> B 3xA -+ B (X not free in B)

2.2. Properties.

),-abstraction, a fixpoint operator 0 (satisfying Oxy=x(ox)y), a recursor R (with RxyO=x,

Rxy(Sn)=y(Sn)(Rxyn>) and a - minimum= operator µ are: definable in °TAPP-- in- a standard

way; idem APP, but some care must-be-taken in order to keep some subterms defined. As

a-consequence,: ean'bewembedded..in APIA, :on. the other=hand,° APP has a direct

interpretation into HA by interpreting application by Kleene-bradket application. It-, follows

that APP is a conservative extension of HA. (This can all be found in [TD88b, 9.3].)

The same fact for TAPP requires another argument, based on the formalisation in HA of a

closed term model for TAPP (ibidem, 9.4.21).
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2.3. Realizability.

Realizability is an interpretation of TAPP, into itself, defined by

,tr P . =def P for :prime; P

ti r. A B =def (t)o r .A A ('t)1 r B

r A= B . =def Vx(x r:A --+ 2x r B)` .

't r VxA =def `dx(tx r A)

ti r 3xA =def (L) F r" (A[x:=(t)0])

Related- with realizability is the axiom°°scheme_ EAC (extended axiom of=.choice):.

EAC b'x(Axw-4.3yB(x,y) B(x,fx)) r(A negative).

The restriction to negative; A is essential: otherwise, take Ax =<ly(xx#y), B:(x,y) =:(xx*y),

then we get. y) . xx fx), so f(3y(ff y) .ff ff) hence 3fb'y--, (ff=Y),, -

which is contradictory. As a consequence, TAPP + EAC is essentially non-classical

(assuming that it is consistent, which follows from 3.14), for in classical logic every formula

has a negative equivalent.

We state some facts about r and EAC to be used later; the proofs are given in [TD88b, 9.5]

(for APP, but they transfer directly to TAPP).

2.4. Theorem.

i) TAPP F- (,c r A)[x:=a] H (ti[x:=6] r A[x:=6]);

ii) TAPP + EAC E- A = there is a term ti with TAPP F- ti r A;
iii) for negative A, we have TAPP f- A H 3x(x r A) H Vx(x=r A);

iv) TAPP + EAC F At--*3x(xrA); s

v) TAPP + EAC I- A a TAPP F- 3x(x :r A)...

{

3 Skolem functions and forcing

We shall prove in this section that TAPP +-EAC,is conservative over HA: 11i&-is' done by

the introduction =and elimination<(by forcing), of Skolem functions for arithmetical formulae

3nA(m,n), denoted by PA.-'The choice of notation-Is inspired by ]ilbert.s e-symbol; see 3.15.,

We start with defining °T;APP(c), by adding the EA to," TAI P.

4
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3.1. Definition. TAPPE is TAPP plus constants `EA . for every' arithmetical formula

A=A(m,n) of TAPP (so A does not contain constants eB), and the schema FAX: this is

eAX(A) `dm(3nA(m,n) -* 3n(A(m,n) A n=EAm))

for all arithmetical -A ;.= A(m;n ' of R
Remark. Here, FAX is equivalent with the somewhat simpler Vm(3nA(m,n) + A(m,eAm));

this is not the case in the weakening TAPPE(Ao)- to be defined in 3.7, where quantification

over terms containing a is restricted;.

3.2. Definition. The canonical realizer 'LA of .the ..arithmetical= formula A is defined inductively-

by

tip

CAAB

TA->B

'Cb'nA

T3nA

:= 0 for prime P
<'LA,'CB>

= ktB

= :?.n. TA ,

<EAm,tiA[n:=eAm]>, where m are the free variables of 3nA

3.3. Lemma. For' arithmetical A, we have °

i) TAPPE F A t-3 3x(x-r A) <4 tiA_r._A

ii) TAPP + EAC I- A = TAPPE I- A.

Proof. i) Formula induction.

A prime, A = BAC: easy.

A = B-*C: by 3x(xr(B->C)) t= 3xVy(yrB - xyrC) =:> (B -* 3z(zrC)) a (B-*C) ra
(3x(xrB)-*tCrC) ktier(B-*C).

A = VnB: by 3x(xr`dnB) q 3xVn(xnrB) = Vn]z(zrB) b VnB ty Vn(tiBrB) a
kn.tBrVnB.

A= 3nB(m,n): by 3x(xr3nB(m,n)) a 3x((x)1rB(m,(x)o)) t 3yn(yrB(m,n)) a
3nB(m,n) ra B(m eBm) t= B(nti;n)[n:=cB n] a -a.(by.'
2.1.4.(ii)) tB[n:=EBm] r B(m,EBm) <EBm,tiA[n°:=EBm}

ii) Follows from (i) and 2.4.(v).

5
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3.4. With 3.3.(ii), we are one step away from the =desired conservation-result :only

TAPPE I- A = TAPP I- A for arithmetical A

is required. We shall prove this as follows. If TAPPET- A, then TAPP + EAX(A0) + ... +

eAX(Ak) I- A for some arithmetical Ao,...,Ak. instances can be reduced to a

single one, eAX(A0) say, for we have

TAPP + EAX(Ao) + ... + EAX(Ak) l- A = TAPP+acAX(B)..l A

for A in the language, of TA-PIP and :B,, ddf;(n=0: A ,gyp) -v .. v-,(n., k A. Ak) =-(ri is a fresh

variable); to see this, take a derivation of A and replace every occurrence of EAn by EBn.

We put

TAPPe(Ao) =def TAPP + (the constant E) + (eAX(AO) with e instead of eAO);

To eliminate E from this theory we define forcing, an interpretation in TAPP. We; assume that

AO = Ao(r ,n).

3.5. Definition. Let M = M(x) be a formula of TAPP;; we ;write iE.M for - M(ti) M is a

monoid if it contains the identity function and is closed under function composition, i.e.: *

TAPP I- A,x.xe M,

TAPP I- f,ge M - Ax.f(gx)E M.

We use f, g, h, k, .., for elements of M, and define the binary relation _-> on M by

f?g =def f,ge M A 3hE MVx(fx=g(hx)).

It is easy to check that .> is reflexive and transitive, with

(M,f)11- A (f forces A in -M) is defined by

(M,f) II- P =def Vg_f.h>gbk>h(P[e:=kO]) for prime P

(M,f) IF (AAB) =def (M,f) IF A A (M,f) B

(M,f) IF (A--+B) =def `dg>f((M,g) IF A -- (M,g) IF B)

(M,f) IF VxA =def Vx((M,f)11- A)

(M,f) IF 3xA =def Vg>f3h_g3x((M,h) IF A)
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We write f II- A if it is not important which monoid M is meant, or if this is clear from the

context. For Vfe M((M,f) If- A) we write M IF=,A- or "IF---

3.6. Fact. (M,f) V A r* A if A does not contain E.

The thing to do now would be to prove the soundness of IF-: as an interpretation of

TAPPE(AO) in TAPP. Unfortunately this is not possible: the monoid. MO we need to get

eAX(AO) forced (3. 10) does not yield e.g. M011- 3x(x=c). The problem lies in quantification

over terms containing e, and forces us to the following detour: we define a weakening

TAPPE(AO)- of TAPPE(AO) for which we can prove that., V is sound, and. ewe show that

TAPPE(AO) can be. interpreted in TAPPE(AO)-.

1, I : 7i

3.7. Definition. i) TAPPE(AO)- is TAPPE(AO) with the axiom schemata VAX, 3AX

restrictedto, ti not containing c and with the axioms for equality and` the. constants (except E)

changed into schemes for arbitrary terms (so e.g. Vx(x=x) becomes the schema, =i for

arbitrary terms r, possibly containing e).

ii) The mapping E: TAPPE(AO) -- TAPPE(AO)- is defined by

:= xe (x a variable)

cE := c

(a't)E := aE,rE

(ca constant),

(q= )E a = LE

(tie N)E := axe N(x=tiC)

E commutes with the logical constants

3.8. Lemma.

i) TAPPE(AO)- I- a=ti - (A[x:=a] H A[x:=ti]);

ii) TAPPE(AO)- F- (VxE N A)E H VXE N(AE[xc:=x]), (3xE N A)£ H 3xE N(A£[xE:=x]);

iii) TAPPE(AO)- F- AC H A for A arithmetical and closed;

iv) TAPPE(AO) F- A TAPPE(AO)- F- AE.

Proof. i) Straightforward. We need the term variant of the equality axioms here, since we no

longer have quantification over all terms.

ii) (VxE N A)E = Vx(3yE n(y=xe) -4 AE) t--> VxVye n(y=xc-4A E) ,VxE`N(AE,[xe:=x]);

for the last equivalence we use (i), the fact that x occurs only in the context xc in AE, and

Vye N-3x(y=xc). (to see this, put x = ky) Similarly for the second ;equivalence..

iii) With formula induction; using (ii).

iv) Induction over the length of a derivation of A.

Propositional axioms and rules: trivial.

7
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`VAX: by (i) and the definition of,=E we-have (A[x:=ti])E AE[x =tae]; now 4.tiF is e=free,
so we have VxAE (A[x:=i])E in TAPPA')`, i.e. (=VAX)E.°

BAX: analogously.

V-R, B-R: easy.

Axioms for equality and the constants (except F): follow from the corresponding axioms

formulated with terms in TAPPE(Ao)=. a

induction over N: follows from (ii).

FAX(Ao): follows from (iii)

Now we look at forcing. For brevity, we put:

TE =def TAPP(c,Ao)- - eAX(AO),

11

so TE + EAX(A0) = TAPP(e Ao)--. We first show that, for every monoid M, forcing tover, -M

is sound for TE." `

3.9. Lemma. TE I- A = TAPP _F- -(IF- A).

Proof. This could be shown directly by induction over the length of a derivtion of A, but this

involves quite a bit of quantifier manipulation. In orderto-show the structure of the 'argument

more clearly, we choose another way via the auxiliary modal theory T£ and the

interpretations °: TE -4 TE and IF- ° : TE -+ TAPP.

Definition: TE =def Te + the unary connectives ,0 and the following rule and axiom
schemes:

(1) F- A F- A
(2) A A
(4) A -4 OA
(5) OOA -4 OA
(6)

(A `4 B) -(OA -4.0B)
(8) H VxA
(9) 03A H°3XOA

So TE is the extension of - 'E= with the modal logic S4; observe that [ and 0. are not
interdefinable as in the classical case: with 0 =def -, we lose (9), and with- ==def
-,0-, we lose (2), (7) and (8).

8
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The interpretation °: TE -4 TE° is defined by

P° =def O P (P prime)

(A A':B)° =def A° A B°

(A -* B)°.
=def (A° --3 'B°)

(\XA)° =def `Vx(A°)

(3xA)° =def 03x(A°)

-forcing TE --> TAPP is defined by

(M,f) F- ° P:, =def PIE:=O]

I[-"' commutes" with A, 3

(M,f) IF- ° A =def `dg?f ((Mg) IF- ° A)
(M,f)- IF ° OA =def 3g?f ((M,g)` IF-4° A).

We shall show (a) - (c); together they yield the desired result.

(a) TrF- A = TE F- A0
(b) T£ I- A TAPP F- (IF- ° A)

(c) (M,f) IF A = (M,f) IF- ° A°

Proof of (a): induction over the, length :of=a,derivation.=of A. Besides (1) (9), we use the,

following derivable schemata of TE , which follow more or less directly: from (1) (9):

(10)

(11) O(A A B) -. (OA A OB)
(12) A B) - (000 A AE OMB)
(13)

(14) O(A B) -4 B)

(15) OVxA -3 VxOA
(16) 3x0A -a 3XA

By induction over A we have, using (1) -(16):

(17) TE I- A° * A° - DC>A°

Now we can.prove (a). Most rules and a few cases.

9
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3AX: (A[x:=i] -* 3XA)° = (A[x:='t]O -* O3xA°) D ( O'A°[x<:=ti] - O3xA°):
for this last step we used (17) and the fact that i is E-free. The last formula is derivable using

(1), (7) and (6).
PR5: ((A A B) -- C)° = ((A° A B°) - C°) r* (A° -.) (B° - -CO)) (E] AO ---+ (BO

-C°)) +(A- B-=4C))°,

using (17) and (13).

3-R: (A -4 B)° = (A° -a B°) (A° -* B°) = (3xA° -4,B") , B°)

( 03xA° -* O B°) ( O3xA° -* B°) = (3xA -* B)°, using (2),(1),(7),
(6) and (17).

Nonlogical axioms (except induction): they all have the form P1 A ... A Pn -4 Q with

PI,...,Pn, Q prime. Now (assuming n=2, for simplicity) (P1 A P2 -4 Q) D-0 (P1 A

P2 -> Q) = A P2) --*

O Q) P2 -* Q)°, using (1), (7) and` (12).

Induction over N: IND(A)° _ (A(O)° A Ax)° -a A(Sx)°)--+
A(x)°) and this formula follows from IND(A°), using (3), (6),

(10), (8), (7) and (17). This ends the proof of (a).= ; p-
13111

Proof of (b): induction over the length of a derivation of _A. The rules and axioms of TE are

trivial, and (2) - (9) are checked easily. As to (1), we need

TAPP I- ((M,f) IF- B) -4 Vg_f((M,g) IF- B)

which is=proved: with induction over B. This ends the -proof of (b).

Proof of (c): straightforw:.r_&

Now we define the monoid Mo in terms of A0 needed to get - FAX(AO) forced. .

3.10. Definition. MO =def {f I'dm(Vx(fxin.=km) w 3n(A0(mn)A`dx(fxm=n)))}..

3.11. Lemma.

i) Mo is a monoid.

ii) TAPP F- (MO IF- EAX(A0))

Proof. i) A.x.x Mo is obvious.. Now assume f,gE Mo and let m be given; by a

straightforward case distinction, we get Vx(f(gx)m=xm),v 3n-(Ao(m,n)AVx(f(gx)m=n))-,and

we conclude fogE MO.

ii) MO 1F EAX(AO) is equivalent to (using that A0 is e-free):

VmVf(3nAO(m n) .b'g_f3h>g3n(AO(rn n) A,b'f _!Hg'?`f'tih'?g(n=h'Om- ))),

10
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and this follows from

Ao(m,no) A gE MO -4'9h>ggn(AO(rn;n).n,.Vx(n=hxm)),

which we prove as follows. Assume Ao(m,no), gE MO; xby the definition of ,MO, we can

distinguish two cases:

a) Vx(gxm=xm). Define h:=Xxy.dno(xy)my, so hxm=no and` hxm'=xm' if m'#m; hence

he MO, h_g and b'x(hxm=no), so 3h_g3n(Ao(m,n) A b'x(n=hxm)).
b) 3n(Ao(m,n) A tVx(gxm=n)). Now put h:=g.

This ends the proof.

3.12. Lemma. TAPP(e,AO) I- A #* -1 TA"-, I- A , for arithmetical A.

Proof. If TAPP(c,A0) : - A, then (by 3 8.(iii,iv),) TAPP(e,A0) it A, so (by 3.9 and:= 3.11)

TAPP 1- (M01- A) and- TAPP F- A,, by 3.6:. .

With the reasoning in 3.4 we now have

3.13. Theorem. TAPP + EAC 1- A TAPP I- A for arithmetical A.

3.14. Corollary. TAPP + EAC is conservative over HA.

Proof. By 2.2 and 3.13.

3.15. Historical remarks.

i) The idea of Skolem functions first appeared in Skolem [Sk20]. Hilbert introduced. in [H23]

the logical function t(A) or Ta(A(a)) with the axiom A(ti(a)) --4 A(a)); he also mentions the

relation with -the. axiom of choice. In classical logic, ti(A) ---can be thought of asthe Skolem

function of -A; moreover, quantification can be defined with r by VaA(a) =def A(ta(A(a))),

3aA(a) =def -A(tia((A(a))). In [H26], Hilbert uses for the first time the symbol £ named after

him, in the axiom A(a) ---> A(eA).

ii) In [Goo76], Goodman proves that HAW + AC is conservative over HA. His proof is

based on the interpretation (akin to realizability) of HAW into his arithmetic theory of

constructions ATC; in [Goo73] he showed that ATC is conservative over HA via an

argument resembling both forcing and the elimination of choice sequences. He presents a more

direct proof in [Goo78] using what he calls relativised realizability, a combination of

realizability and forcing. Beeson gives in [B79] another proof in which realizability and forcing

are used separately. Our proof of TAPP + EAC conservative over TAPP is based on a

study of Beeson's argument.
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4 Inductive definitions

In this section we add non-iterated inductive definitions to fiAPP and to HA; and extend the

results of the previous section. We adopt the following set-and-membership notation, with x

as the designated variable for predicate abstraction:

,cc= A .=def A[x:=r]

A C B =def VX(xE A-+xe B)

A=B =def ACBABCA
Ar)B =defAAB

4.1. Definition. i) The extension -,TAPP(ID)-of TAPR is defined as--follows. First we add

unary predicate variables P Q,,... to the-language, with formulae E P - etc.:

language Li. This language is extended by adding; f&evey L-.formula A` in which-the-

predicate variable P occurs only positively (i.e. not in the left hand side of an implication), the

predicate operator and the unary predicate I(AP.A) leading to formulae t E (AP.A))(B)

and t E I(AP.A). To the rules and axioms, we add (F ranges over predicate operators):

P-R A = A[P:=B]
AAX (AP.A)(B) - A[P:=B]
ID 1(1-) F(I(I')) C I(IF)

ID2(I-) F(P) c P -4 I(1') c P

ii) ID1 is defined in the same way;"but now `starting with HA instaed off 'APP,

4.2. Fact: All predicate operators TAPP(ID) are-monotonic, i.e. P C Q F(P) c

F(Q)

4.3. Definition. We extend realizability to TAPP(ID) by

ti t' (o A), =def <6,'r> E A

12
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where the mapping r is defined by

Pr =def P for free predicate variables P
I-(A)r =def M A9
I(I) )r =def I(Tr)

Ar =def (x)o r (A[x:=(x)1]) for A not of the form P, F(B) or I(F)

(AP.A)r =def.AP.Ar

rti =def AP.(<(x)o,ti(x)o(x)1>E P)

6't =def Xxy.rx(axy)

4.4. Lemma.

i) c -r (A c B) -a Ar C I'i(Br);

ii) T6(F (A)) = Td:,c(A)
Proof. Straightforward. , 0

4.5. Lemma.. TAPP(ID) + EAC A :-* TA P(ID) :}- r A... for some term

Proof. We check ,the new, mule =and axioms:

P-R: follows from ti r (A[P:=B]) H (r r A)[P:=Br], which is proved with, induction over A.

AAX: follows from (A[P:=B])r H Ar[P:=Br], proved analogously.

ID 1(F) : by ID 1(Fr) we have, I'r(I(Ir)) c I(I?°) using ,F xy.ic(P)- = P, we,, get I'r(I(I'° )) C

I'Xxy.x(I(rr)), i.e. Xxy.x r (I'(I(I')) c I(F)) by 4.4.(i).

ID2(I-): since r is monotonic, there is a a realizing P C Q -4- I'(P) c r(Q), i.era

(1) Vu(P E FU(Q) -4 rr(p) c IFau(I'r(Q)))

We want ti r (I'(P) c P - I(I') c P) for some ti, i.e.

(2) Vv(r r(P) S r v(P) -- I(r r) S FCv(P))

Assume

(3) I'r(P) c rv(P).

Taking u := rv, P := F (P), Q :=P in (1), we get

13
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(4) Pr(1F'rV(P)) C Fa(tiv)(Fr(P))

(3) implies (using 4.4.(ii)):

(5) I'a(Tv)(Pr(P)) C ra(TV).v(P)

Combining (4) and (5):

(6) F (I"2V(P)) c

Now if iv = then

(7) F (F-tv(P)) C rrv(P),

so by ID2(I r) we get I(I'r) c Frv(P),the conclusion of (2), So we. are ready if Tv =

holds. Here we use the fixed point operator 0 mentioned in 2.2: put ti =def

then Tv =

Now we turn to forcing. We fix a monoid ,M, ;and an extension 'T of, TAPP with -

symbols, for which forcing over M is sound. T is extended to T(ID):: by adding inductive

definitons, as in 41. (i). " , a

4.6. Definition. Forcing.for' T(ID) is defined as in_ 3.5, extended with

f IF (ti: E A) =def «,f> E AF,

where the mapping F is defined by

PF =def P for free predicate variables: P;

r(A)F =def rF(AF)

I(FF) =def I(FF)
AF =def (x)i 11- (A[x:=(x)o]) for A not of the form P, F(B) or I(r)

(AP.A)F =def AP.AF

We also put

[f) =def {x I (x)i>_f}.

14
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4.7. Lemma. f.IF_ (A c B) , ,- AF c ([f)-

Proof. Straightforward.

4.8.-Lemma., JIF - is sound -for T(ID

BF)

Proof. We check the new rule and axioms.

P-R: follows from (f IF A[P:=B]) <--* (f IF A)[P:=BF].

AAX: with (A[P:=B])F H AF[P:=BF].

ID1(F): by ID1(17F), we have rF(I(FF)) c I(FF); as; I(I'F) c ([A.x.x)-*I(FF)), we get

FF(I(FF)) c ([Xx.x)-*I(FF)), i.e. 2 x.x IF (F(I(F)) c I(F)).
ID2(F): we want IF (F(P) c P - I(F) c P), i.e. for all f EM-

(8) FF(P) c ([f)-*P) -* I(FF) c ([f)- *P).

So assume FF(P) c ([f)-*P). This implies

(9) ([f)-)I'F(P)-) c- ([f-- P).

Since F is monotonic, we have f IF .Q g .-P 7--,> F(Q) c F(P), i.e} Q g: ([f)- *P) ][-F(Q) c

([f)--*FF(P)); now take Q := ([f)-*P), then. c ([fj-- FF(P)). With (9) this yields

FF([f)-*P) c ([f)-)P); combining this with ID2(FF) gives I(IF) c ([f)-*P), the conclusion

of (g)., .;

4.9. Theorem. TAPP(ID) + EAC is conservative over TAPP(ID).

Proof. Completely similar to the reasoning in §r 3, ,using :the soundness results 4.5 and 4.8. 11

4.10. Corollary. TAPP(ID) is conservative over ID1.;,

Proof. Follows from an extension of the proof that TAPP is conservative over HA (see

2.2).

5 Martin-Lof s theory MLp

In this final section we turn to the basic theory MLp of extensional types by P. Martin-Lo£ it

is the fragment without universes of the theories. presented in [M82], [M84]. This: section is

based on the exposition given in [TD88b, Ch. 11], but without the type formation operator +

(which is definable: see [TD88b, 11.5.5]). Another useful reference to MLp is [T87].

We prove here that MILo is conservative over -HA., This is done by defining=extensional,

realizability e for TAPP, which can be considered as the composition of the interpretations

A : HA -+ MLp and * : ML0 extended-tothe full. language of TAPP; the rest of

15
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the argument closely follows the argument given in Section 4. Finally we discuss the: problem

of axiomatising e.

The interpretations ^ : HA --) MLO and * : MLp - TAPP are defined by= (after [TD-8-8b,

11.4.8, 11.6.4]):

(s = t)^ =def I(N,s^,t^)
(A A B)A =def - ExE A^.B^

(A -* B)A =def 1IxE A^.B^t

(dnA)^ =def fl InE N.A^

(3nA)^ =def EnE N.AA

N* =def { (x,x) I x c= N)

I(A,s,t)* =def {(0,0) 1 (s*,t*) E A*,),'

(ITxE A.B)* =def { (f,g) I Vxy((x,y)E A* -- (fx,gy)E B*) )

(ExEA.B)* =def {(x,Y) I ((x)0,(Y)0)EA* A ((x)1 >>(y)1)E'B*[x:=(x)1])

From` l 1.5.7 AC F-- A ML j`I- -'A^ for some =t) and 11.6.5 (if-,, ML F-- IF

8j then- APP F- F* -a 0*) in [TD88b] it follows that

A is a sentence with HA F A there is a closed term with MLp I- t E AA;

MLp F- s=tE A TAPP F- (s*,t*) E A*.

Extensional realizability in ° TAPP is defined by

e (P1 = P2)
(6,i) e (p E_ N),

(6,i) e (A A B)

(6,i) e (A -4 B)
(6,i) e VxA
(a,ti) e 3xA

=def 6- L==0AP1=P2'
=def P=a= CE N'
=def (((Y)0,(ti)o) e A A ((6)1,(ti)1) e B

=def Vxy((x,y) e A -4 (ox,tiy) e B)
=def dx((6,ti) e A)
=def 3x((o,,c) e A)

ti e A abbreviates (tij) e- A. We have the following properties of e:

6.1. Lemma.

i) e defines a symmetric' relation, i.e. =(a,ti) e A-'=4- (e,a) e;A;

ii) (a,ti) e'b'°nA Vn(( ri,en) A)

iii) (6,i) e'3nA-" - <'(6)0.= (ti)o E-N A- (()i;(ti)i)-e A[n:=(6)0];

16
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iv) For A. in HA (considered: as. a subtheory, of_ TAPP) we>have:

TAPP F- (crj) E AA* H (o,i) e A;

v) TAPP F- A = TAPP f- r e A for some closed term ti.

Proof. i) - iii) Straightforward.

iv) Induction over A, using (ii) and

v) As for r, with some modifications., VAX and 3AX are realized by for-V-R , and

3-R we have that the conclusion is e-realized by the same tern as the -premiss (using that this

term is closed).

For arithmetical A, we define the canonical e-realizer (TA- in, the theory. TAPPE:-

(5p= =def 0

6pEN =def P

6AAB =def <6A,6B>

GA-4B =def kGB

(YVnA =def Xn.6A

cnA =def <£Am,6A[n:=eAm]>

Notice the difference with 'LA, the canonical r-realizer of A defined in 3.2: 6pEN = p, but

'LpEN. = 0. Analogously to 3.3.(i), we<have for arithmetical., A

TAPP£ ,A * -3xy((x,y.). vA) <-> .3x(x e A). . C A: e

Now we can show that ML0 is conservative over, HA. -Let ;A be an IFItA-sentence which

holds in MLp, i.e. for which there is-a tern. t With MLo -i- t;e- A^. Then TAPP F- t* E

AA*, so TAPP f- t* e A, hence TAPPE P A; by 4.XX we have TAPP. J- A. and finally

HA P A.

6.2. Remarks.

i) It is tempting to think that (x,y)e A is a_transitive-relation in.. x and y; however, the

obvious attempt to prove this breaks down at A = 3zB(z),, for we do not have in general

3z((p,cs) e B(z)) A . 3z((G,) a B(z)) 9z((p,t) e. s(z))..

17
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Neither are we able to derive ((Yj) e A =* 6 eA. MA consequence, we have no proof of the

projectiveness of e: this is the property

3xy((x,y) e A) H 3uv((u,v) e (3xy((x,y) e A))).

Thus the (obvious) way towards an axiomatisation result for e is=blocked.

Another attempt (which also fails) runs as follows. Define extensional types {0} N, S x-T

and S fi and formulate the-axiomscheri es EXAC (extensional axiom of choice) and EUP

(extension-al uniformity principle):

EXAC Vx S(Ax - 3yE T B(x,y)) --) 3fE (S=T)VxE S(Ax - B(x,fx)) (A negative)
EUP Vx3yE T A(x,y) --)°3y TVxA(x Y)"

Then TAPP + EXAC + EUP I- A H 3x(x e A) and EUP is e-realizable, but -EXAC is

not.

ii) Other versions of extensional realizability have been defined and studied in [B85, XI.22] and

[Gr82]. Our definition differs from those in the treatment of quantification.
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